Savvy priest rebuilds a neighborhood
Practicing reconciliation on Logan Square
A father’s faith sparks a movement
I’ll never forget the wise words of a friend of mine, a monk, who once said during a retreat, “The antidote to anxiety is thanksgiving.” While I was on sabbatical earlier this year, I made a conscious effort to practice the kind of prayer, or interior attitude, that I believe he was talking about. I practiced giving thanks to God—on my daily runs, visiting an ancient church, walking through the market. I tried to keep gratitude as the central theme of my conversation with God. I gave thanks for my life, for my family, for each congregation in our diocese and their leaders.

Now, that probably doesn’t sound very dramatic. Most people would expect a bishop to give thanks to God. Christians do that, right? Intercession and thanksgiving should be our standard practice. And yet, in a world like this one, it is easy to let our thanksgiving be swallowed up by worry, fear, even despair. The ongoing violence in our neighborhoods and homes, the seemingly endless reports of war and terror beamed onto our screens, the awareness of what often feels like helplessness in the face of hatred and prejudice, economic injustice and even climatic change. I wonder how many people have given up working for a better world or retreated into a realm of private concerns because they simply have been overcome by anxiety.

The antidote to anxiety, to worry, to fear is indeed thanksgiving. In his recent book, “Being Christian,” the former Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan Williams writes this: “And it is at that moment, when he is looking forward most clearly and vividly to his death … that Jesus gives thanks. That is, he connects his experience with the reality of God, because that is what thanksgiving does.” That’s why the Eucharist is central to Christian identity. Every Sunday we gather up all our concerns and heartaches, our fears and wounds, our tears and our joys, and give thanks over them to the Giver of all life. And in that thanksgiving, we believe we are connected with God. The encounter with God always leads to transformation. It leads to resurrection.

Here’s a simple practice I commend to you. When something causes you to worry, or fear, or to feel anxious, first acknowledge that feeling, and then find something in your situation for which you can give thanks to God. Even if there’s nothing you can find to be grateful for, just thank God for being God.

Faithfully in Christ,
+Jeffrey

Letter from Bishop Lee

Warming to the task

Nuestra Señora and Church of the Advent are distinctive congregations with a building in common. Recently, they’ve grown closer by housing the Warming Center, which provides a place for the homeless and marginalized to get out of the weather and get help.
Richard Tolliver
Builds a Legacy
CITY PRIEST REVIVES A NEIGHBORHOOD
WITH HOUSING & HOPE

By Jim Naughton

In a mile wide corridor on the south side of Chicago, the Rev. Richard Tolliver practices the gritty work of reclamation and resurrection, one or two distressed apartment buildings at a time. Working through the St. Edmond’s Redevelopment Corporation (SERC), which is named for the parish where he has been rector since 1989, Tolliver and a team of savvy friends and allies have rehabilitated or constructed 26 buildings, creating 598 affordable apartments in the struggling Washington Park neighborhood.

Over the course of 25 hard-working years, they have won the respect of local and federal officials, the banking community and non-profit foundations whose decisions determine whether organizations like SERC and its partner, Gilead Management, flourish or fail.

“I don’t think it is overstating to say much of the progress in Washington Park in the last 20 years is because of him,” says Derek R. B. Douglas, vice president for Civic Engagement at the University of Chicago, which abuts Washington Park. In 2000, the parish reopened its dormant elementary school and converted it into a branch of Chicago International Charter School. The branch now enrolls some 450 students in grades K-8, but the success of the parish’s housing and community development programs is such that its thriving education ministry is sometimes overlooked.

Tolliver’s achievements have been chronicled in books such as “Inspired to Serve: Today’s Faith Activists,” in major newspapers including The Washington Post and in television documentaries from the United States to Germany. He is appointed regularly to city agencies and boards, and he enjoys a friendship with a former community organizer who once plied his craft on the city’s south side and is now the President of the United States.

“When I was in seminary, one of my professors said, ‘Often you will do the same kinds of things that social workers do and other people in other professions do, but what makes the difference between you and them is the Why,’ he says. ‘And the Why is our understanding of what it means to live out the Christian mandate and share the Gospel with all people. It is lived out through these kinds..."
“We need more priests who can go to city hall and command their respect, and then do something with that relationship.”

— Bishop John Burgess

“The diocese had a commission on affordable housing, and Ron Gatton of St. Paul & the Redeemer was the chair,” Tolliver says. “Ron went around to a variety of churches and spoke to them about this issue, but he said ours was the only one that got excited enough to follow through and develop the capacity to do something.”

If the world of housing development and the practice of government grant seeking are strange to most churches, the process by which St. Edmund’s identified and solidified its commitment to rebuilding its neighborhood is not.

“When I came to St. Edmund’s in 1989, one of the things we did was have a series of strategic planning sessions to envision who we are, and over a period of time we developed mission statements. And then to operationalize our mission statements, we had a set of value statements,” Tolliver says.

“One of the six is: ‘We believe in justice, equality and socioeconomic diversity. Therefore, we will promote programs that will create clean, affordable housing, access to quality education for everyone, outreach to the community and our commitment to the African Diaspora and its expression in our church.’”

Supervising a parish committed to six value statements and a community development corporation presents significant managerial and pastoral challenges, but Howard L. Ward, a lawyer who is St. Edmund’s senior warden, says Tolliver and his parishioners carry it off together.

“He has the ability to do a balancing act between all of these ministries,” says Ward, who praises Tolliver’s preaching and his service to sick and shut-in parishioners. “And we do the structure and the people in place to do the work that is necessary. The parishioners choose good, and the good perform the day-to-day work throughout the year.

“Father Tolliver is able to allocate his time to touch every base and accomplish what needs to be done.”

Tolliver has also enjoyed excellent support in his community development endeavors. Working with Gatton, formerly a regional director in the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development in the 1970s and now a principal at Redevelopment Services Corporation, SERC began to make its mark in Washington Park, a neighborhood with a familiar list of urban opportunities, challenges and frustrations.

Later, SERC joined with Gatton’s wife, Leslie Pilot-Gatton of Cornado Management, to form Gilead Management, the firm that now administers SERC’s properties.

“Chicago is one of those unique cities in which the mayoral administrations see the church as a valuable asset to be involved, not just in crisis, but in bringing empowerment to the neighborhoods,” Tolliver says. “I am not so sure that every community feels that, but on the other hand, it is up to the priest to develop those kinds of relationships.

“I remember once in Mayor Daley’s administration, the head of one of the agencies told me: ‘The other clergy come in here and they say, ‘The...”
“He made me see that being an Episcopal priest was more than just being a liturgist. It meant being an integral part of the community…”

— the Rev. Dr. Fulton Porter

Lord has called me to do this. But they don’t bring the right team with them, and they aren’t ready to do business. You have the right team. You come in with knowledge. You come in as someone we can believe in.”

Douglas says the quality of Tolliver’s team is one of the pillars of his success, and a distinctive approach is another. “He is doing comprehensive community development,” says Douglas, who served on the White House Domestic Policy Council as special assistant to President Barack Obama before moving to Chicago. “So while he is doing a lot of housing, he is also focusing on education and security, which are the components that are required to build strong neighborhoods over time. A lot of people focus on housing and give no regard to schools and no regard to safety, and they wonder why people won’t live in their housing.

And then success breeds success. The government gives to people who it knows can deliver. It has allowed him to get access to capital sources that others don’t have.”

Tolliver was beginning his work on the south side when he met Obama, then an up-and-coming community organizer. Over the course of a few years, the two men came to know one another in the way that people do when they are working on similar issues in the same neighborhoods. The relationship endured and matured, and the two men have known one another in the way that people do when they are working on similar issues in the same neighborhoods.

“Tolliver—he has his own page on the Episcopal Archives website in the section dealing with the civil rights movement. But in a church in which ‘mission’ and ‘transformation’ are buzzwords, Tolliver, who has actually transformed decaying buildings into affordable housing, has only a handful of imitators and disciples among clergy scattered around the country.

These young priests see a different side of Tolliver than those who experience him primarily as a can-do executive. The Rev. Dr. Fulton Porter was a young medical student, a son of the deep South trying to find a place to study when he met Tolliver at a meeting of the fraternity to which they both belonged.

“If he knew me and what I did,” Tolliver says, matter-of-factly. “And I had been a pastor to members of his staff.”

“We are just two human beings talking.”

His relationship with the President has only enhanced Tolliver’s reputation as a man who can get things done. As he told The Washington Post in 2012, SERC has been the only community development corporation in Chicago to receive three separate sources of federal funding from the Obama administration for housing construction.

“I immediately spoke up and said this would complete the area.” At that point, Tolliver interrupted. “More than 20 years later, Porter is a bio-vocational priest, serving as both rector of St. Thomas Church on the South Side and medical director of Hospital Medicine at The Community Hospital in Munster, Indiana. His parish’s community development corporation is supporting efforts to build a $359 million Chicago Sports Village on the South Side.

“You might think, as we’ve gotten into a different era, that the needs would be different, but they really aren’t.”

Nurturing younger clergy is important to Tolliver, who benefitted not only from the attention of Burgess and Weston but also worked closely with Bishop John T. Walker of the Diocese of Washington in the struggle to end apartheid in South Africa. He is concerned, however, that the church may no longer be willing or able to support vocations like his.

“Many of the African-American clergy who are interested in this kind of work struggle in resource-poor places,” he says. “I am not just talking about poor, inner-city congregations. Most of the congregations are middle class, but they don’t have the critical numbers to do anything. And if you are a half-time priest there is not a whole lot you can do. I spend a lot of my time on maintaining relationships.”

Tolliver’s interest in raising a new generation of leaders should not be construed as evidence that he plans on slowing down any time soon. This summer he traveled to South Africa as a member of the board of Shared Interest, a foundation that guarantees South African bank loans to businesses and financial institutions and low-income communities. Upon his return, he and the SERC architect met with the Design Review Committee to discuss their plans for St. Edmund’s Oasis.

Tolliver’s interest in raising a new generation of leaders should not be construed as evidence that he plans on slowing down any time soon.
Restructuring begins at home, said one church leader about the latest movement to overhaul the Episcopal Church for the 21st century. If that’s the path, then the Rev. Liz Muñoz and the Rev. Peter Siwek are the leaders to follow.

The two are vicars of companion congregations in Chicago’s Logan Square, a rapidly gentrifying area on the city’s northwest side. Nuestra Señora de las Americas, where Muñoz became half-time vicar in April, is the Episcopal Diocese of Chicago’s oldest Latino congregation. “Our scrappy little congregation,” as Muñoz calls it, was founded in 1978 as a ministry of the English-speaking parish at Church of the Advent, which dates to 1901.

Nuestra Señora’s congregation of 70 is made up mostly of matriarchs and patriarchs, as Muñoz calls them, and their multi-generational Latino families, many with roots in Mexico, Guatemala, Puerto Rico and Colombia.

Church of the Advent, today a congregation of 60, includes both long-time members and young adults from what Siwek, its quarter-time vicar, calls the “developing, hipster, culturally diverse” Logan Square neighborhood. About a dozen are native Spanish speakers who are completely bilingual, he says, so while Nuestra Señora worships primarily in Spanish at 1 pm, Church of the Advent has experimented with worship that includes English and Spanish at its 10 am service.

“We started with the understanding that prayer is most natural in our native language,” said Siwek. “We initially tried to make worship as even-steven as possible,” Siwek said. “Over time, that became cumbersome, so our worship has evolved with us. Today, to a lesser degree, we incorporate Spanish and English in worship, being careful that people don’t get bored or confused. That’s one of the things I’m really good at,” he added.

The Rev. Liz Muñoz, vicar of Nuestra Señora, says her “scrappy little congregation” is working to include “New Generation Latinos” and create “the place that all of our generations can call home.”

The Rev. Peter Siwek leads Church of the Advent, Logan Square. Photos by Vincent Johnson
proud of—shaping worship so that at any point a newcomer can figure out what's going on and engage.

The two congregations share a building and the costs of its utilities and maintenance but have their own leaders and priorities. Nuestra Señora has a vision of becoming even more family-oriented, says Muñoz, welcoming second- and third-generation Latinos who consider themselves bicultural and whose language is English. “Now we have children, called New Generation Latinos, who are bicultural and whose language is English. “Now we have children, called New Generation Latinos, who have grown up in the tradition, who love the liturgy and music but their language and issues are different,” she says. “We are working to make Nuestra Señora the place that all of our generations can call home.”

Church of the Advent, in contrast, has come to attract many young adults who are attracted to the congregation's mission but have little church experience. “We’re really clear that we’re here for the people who want to experience community with Jesus,” says Swek. “Embracing the story of Jesus and realizing that we need to help other people. That’s it.”

Recently, the two congregations found fertile ground for collaboration in their shared desire for outreach. Last year, they began housing the Warming Center, a ministry of New Community Covenant Church. The program provides a place for people who are homeless and marginalized to get out of the weather and get help, including clothing, toiletries, and referrals to community services.

“It was good to have the Warming Center come in so our congregations could figure out how to be partners together in community,” says Muñoz, who cites a holiday party for homeless guests as a turning point in the relationship. “Sometimes in those moments, we are our better selves rather than worrying about who left what undone in the church building.”

“In the last couple of years, we’ve had an amazing, flourishing development of our ministry to the homeless,” says Swek. “We’ve become a congregation that gets out there.”

Muñoz, who was a veteran elementary school teacher before attending seminary in Texas, has galvanized the congregations’ involvement in their community. She is a leader in Arie Chicago, an interfaith clergy coalition that supports living wages and economic justice, and the Logan Square Ecumenical Alliance, a group of clergy who advocate for supportive and affordable housing.

“I have a strong commitment to social justice work on immigration issues and unjust wages, both of which affect members of the congregation and the Logan Square community—especially those who are being pushed out by gentrification,” she says. The Warming Center program takes place during the week, but on Saturdays, many of its guests return to the shared church building for a hot lunch program that grew out of a ministry begun in the late 1970s by Dolores and Zoila Rivera, immigrants from Puerto Rico who were among the founders of Nuestra Señora.

“When they started, it was just first-generation immigrants,” says Yezenia Acosta, a granddaughter of the Rivera who is Nuestra Señora’s parish secretary. “There were just a handful of people who could speak both languages and navigate the public system. They gave whatever assistance they could provide with getting documents in order, handling immigration papers, and filling out other applications.”

Dolores Rivera, a U.S. Army veteran and Chicago Public Schools primary school teacher, “was always serving his country, his church, his community,” says Acosta. “It doesn’t surprise me that they saw this need for food and wanted to help.”

She credits the program’s longevity to the compassion of Nuestra Señora’s members. “Many of our folks are barely employed and are working two or three jobs. The thought of not having food is something that our people are very sensitive about. Because they know what it’s like to be hungry, they can’t help but give back when they can, even from the little they have.”

While volunteers from Church of the Advent have been involved in the feeding program since 1996, only recently has it become a true partnership, says Idida Perez, who coordinated the program for many years. “Not only do we serve homeless men, but we also have women who come with children,” says Perez. “Sometimes it’s an extra meal because food stamps run out, or it’s just people looking for an opportunity to feel among friends for a meal because we have been blessed with awesome cooks.”

Later this year, joint volunteer teams from Church of the Advent and Nuestra Señora will begin to host the meal together on fifth Saturdays. St. Mary’s Episcopal Church in Park Ridge also helps by providing a chili lunch once each month.

The successful outreach collaboration has encouraged the two congregations to work together in other ways. In August, they co-hosted a block party for their neighbors, with Nuestra Señora getting the permits and the hot dogs, and Church of the Advent providing baked goods. The proceeds went toward building repairs, “which was a good chance to show the diocese and ourselves that we could work together,” said Muñoz.

The relationship between the two congregations hasn’t always been easy. Nuestra Señora was the diocese’s first Latino mission, and the structure of the relationship between the mission and Church of the Advent was initially undefined. “There was always this owner-center relationship,” said Perez of the early days when the Latino congregation paid rent to its sponsor. “Then a new rector came in and taught a little leadership development, and Nuestra Señora started growing.”

Eventually, in 2010, a struggling Church of the Advent also became a diocesan mission, relinquishing the title to its building to an elected diocesan body called Bishop and Trustees. “Then we were two missions sharing the same building,” remembers Perez, “and suddenly we had to share everything: utilities, maintenance, right down to half of all the cleaning supplies and toiletries.”

Sharing costs equally changed the relationship “Nuestra Señora wanted equal respect for its equal responsibility,” says Perez, a member of Nuestra Señora who has belonged to both congregations at different times in the past two decades, “but it was hard for Church of the Advent to give up that control.”

In 2009, she sought advice from members of the diocese’s anti-racism commission, on which she now serves. That meeting resulted in a workshop with Crossroads Anti-Racism Organizing & Training, a Chicago-based organization with which the commission frequently partners. About a month later, the two congregations undertook a dialogue with the Rev. Eric Law, an Episcopal priest and founder of the Kaleidoscope Institute.

“We needed to understand each other,” says Perez. “He helped us see that Church of the Advent felt like our parent and didn’t want us to fall. But we said, ‘We need you to let go and trust that if we fall, you can let us fall and learn for ourselves.’ Things started getting better after that.”

Last year, the congregations took a further step in rebuilding their relationship when they participated together in the Chicago Regional Organizing for AntiRacism’s workshop called “Critical Cultural Competency.” “It is one of the best workshops I’ve ever sat in,” says Perez. “It helped us understand how different the two of us are—how we think and how we do things. There were a lot of ah-ha moments, and Rev. Liz and Rev. Perez were aware. They were true leaders in speaking up or agreeing to do something differently. That really got things started, and ever since then, there’s been a big difference.”

“Now we’re a family in one building,” says Acosta. “I can’t say that everything was hashed out in that day, but it began a movement. It’s easier to walk into a room now and talk about things. It opened up the air.”

Perez had already grown to trust Swek when he said that he intended to help reconcile the two congregations. Early in his tenure, when he set about transforming Church of the Advent’s worship space,
“My hope is that our relationship continues to grow as we are out in the world evangelizing and learning from each other,” says Muñoz. “We are a much better vision of the kingdom of God when we come together.”

he insisted that a large image of Our Lady of Guadalupe needed to be moved from a dark corner where it was tucked away to hang over the altar in the chapel.

“That was, I think, the first time that we felt there was, not so much true acceptance, but that Rev. Peter really wanted to make things work,” said Perez. “That was when I fell in love with him. It was so meaningful, and I don’t think he realized how meaningful. Here our name is Nuestra Señora—Our Lady—and Our Lady was pushed behind the door in the dark. When she was moved to hang above the altar in the chapel, that was a real turning point.

“I’ve been here more than 20 years,” she says. “I thank the Lord that we reached out to our diocese and they provided the help we needed to accept changes and see the good again.”

Acosta agrees that the partnership between the two congregations is finally strong. “We have new relationship courage to stand up and make change. Serving the community is one of the driving factors for us to get it done and work together. Our mutual love of outreach is how we’re getting this done.”

“My hope is that our relationship continues to grow as we are out in the world evangelizing and learning from each other,” says Muñoz. “We are a much better vision of the kingdom of God when we come together.”

“Fun Raising
Three legged races, live music and lots of good food. Who knew a capital campaign was so much fun?”
In 2014, over 100 congregations committed to Places of Grace and Gladness: A Campaign for the Diocese of Chicago. Across the diocese, people have held auctions, put on picnics, made music, and found ways to make fun in support of our common mission. This third phase of the capital campaign, which began in 2011, is devoted to replenishing the resources that enable vitality grants for dozens of ministries and congregations across northern and west central Illinois.

To learn more, please talk with Ruth Cobb, associate for development and major gifts, at 312-781-8576 or rcobb@episcopalchicago.org.
Evangelism:
First, you listen

Sara Miles tells a story that starts like this: “One early, cloudy morning when I was forty-six, I walked into a church, ate a piece of bread, took a sip of wine. A routine Sunday activity for tens of millions of Americans—except that up until that moment I’d led a thoroughly secular life, at best indifferent to religion, more often appalled by its fundamentalist crusades. This was my first communion. It changed everything.”
E vangelism and the church's tendency to approach it backwards. JN: You've been speaking recently about the importance of keynoting speaker at the Diocese of Chicago's annual convention. 

Earlier this year, she toured the United States and appeared at the Diocese of Chicago's annual convention. 

Bolz-Weber, a Lutheran minister and author of "Pastrix," is one of United Kingdom each August, with the Rev. Nadia Bolz-Weber. Greenbelt, the extremely popular arts and faith festival held in the Bread," she has become one of the most sought-after progressive 
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SM: I think one of the assumptions about evangelism is that we know what the story is, so we are going to have our speeches prepared, and we'll go away from our usual places and deliver the speech to others. And we assume that, somehow, is the process of evangelism. 

But the whole point of the gospel is that it changes you. Once you put your foot in that water, once you step into the living story that the gospel is, you have to be willing to be swept away: and being swept away means listening to other people among whom the spirit is also moving. You have to be willing to hear what God is doing among the whole people. And you can’t listen fully if you assume you already know exactly what the story is. The story is alive. 

JN: If evangelism begins with listening, what comes next? 

SM: I think it's a process of doing midrash on your own life. The way a story becomes more than simply an anecdote, or a moral, or a news report, is that people engage in reflection together on what they heard and what it means. And through that process we find something new. The church needs to say, "Here is what we hear. What does this mean? What does it mean in the light of what we already think we know? What does it say to us about what we don't know? What's next?" As we reflect on scripture together and reflect on our own pasts together and we reflect on what is currently happening among ourselves and strangers, we ask how this adds to our understanding of the old story, and we ask how this new version of the story might change us. 

JN: Your latest book, "City of God," describes your experiences in taking ashes to people in the streets on Ash Wednesday 2012. The Diocese of Chicago has played a significant role in spreading this practice. What are your thoughts on "Ashes to Go?" 

SM: The challenge of doing ashes in the streets is allowing ourselves to become listeners to the good news. It is allowing ourselves to be evangelized by the people whom we encounter. We don’t know what is going to happen. It is so much about us taking church into the streets as it is about keeping our eyes open to what the spirit is doing in the world. There are all kinds of reasonable objections to taking ashes into the streets, and I certainly don’t think everybody needs to do this. But there’s also the anxiety I think Episcopalians have about being seen as evangelicals. Some of that is class anxiety—we’re not that kind of Christian—some might be rejection of an imperial missionary tradition, some is just timidity. I do think we need to engage much more, in all kinds of ways, with what it means to be evangelical in our faith. 

JN: On your recent speaking tours, you've had an opportunity to listen to people from all over the country talk about their spiritual lives. What did you hear? 

SM: I hear people wanting more God in their lives. They are hungry to have experiences of God. By which I don't mean talking about God. I mean experiencing God. I talk with people, for example, in their 20s and 30s—a lot of them are former evangelicals—who are deeply, deeply interested in the sacraments—and not because they find the sacraments weird and old fashioned, like vintage clothing. They are really hungry for, they need, that immediacy. Then I also go to tiny little churches in the Midwest—churches that are closing down, with maybe 25 old ladies on a Sunday—and somebody comes up to me tearfully and says, "Well, thank you so much, because we don’t hear people talk about Jesus anymore in church.” I’m not interested in just talking about Jesus, though. I wanted "City of God" to say: "Go out there. Do this, and see what happens. Be willing to be changed.” 

JN: Would the approach you outline require changes in the structure of the church? 

SM: I think this approach decentralizes the presumption that any single one of us has figured out a perfect answer to how to do church. I'm not trying to knock down the way church works. I’d like to see us add, not subtract. Of course there’s a role for preaching, for scriptural exegesis, for theologians to tackle things, for familiar indoor church rituals. But I want to say, as well, "Pay attention outside of the building, too. Pay attention to what's on the edges.” 

JN: What might we discover on the edges? 

SM: On the edges, the question of authority doesn’t come down to mere governance, but to faith that we have been breathed upon and given the power of the spirit.
Andy Lewis isn’t preachy, pious, or especially political, but he is opinionated and totally passionate about his commitment to full employment for people with disabilities.

His passion is personal—his 26-year-old son Austin was born with autism—and it has changed the lives of thousands of people with and without disabilities. Before retiring in 2013 as a senior vice president at Walgreens, Lewis led that company’s logistics division for 16 years. His time in the job was marked by tremendous growth and innovation that included restructuring the technology that operates Walgreens distribution centers.

That restructuring opened the door for Lewis to pioneer a disability employment model. He started with a new distribution center in Anderson, South Carolina, where, as a result of his program, 40 percent of the employees hired have either a physical or cognitive disability. Its success, measured both in performance and positive impact on team culture, led to its adoption across all Walgreens centers, where now ten percent of the workforce—more than 1200 people—are people with disabilities. In these workplaces, people with and without disabilities all work as equals, doing the same jobs with the same pay and opportunities for advancement and job mobility. Lewis’s initiative, which initially met with skepticism, has served as a model for other large employers, including Procter & Gamble, Lowe’s, UPS and Safeway.

What gave him the courage even to attempt such a feat?

"Some 350,000 parents each year get a diagnosis that their child will require some kind of special services," said Lewis, who is a member of the vestry at St. Michael’s Episcopal Church in Barrington, Illinois. "People ask me how was I so brave, putting my career on the line. It wasn’t a question of courage. It was wondering what it would be like when I looked back one day knowing that I had the opportunity but did nothing because I was afraid."

Lewis won’t hesitate to tell you that he grew up knowing he had a duty to give back to his community. He won’t necessarily quote Luke 12:48, but he believes that to whom much is given, much is required. That belief is part of why, before earning a BA in economics in 1974 and an MBA in 1975 from the University of Texas at Austin—an education he helped finance by working as an Arthur Murray dance instructor—he worked for the Peace Corps in Peru for two years. That belief, that desire to give back, is also what fed into his passion to make good jobs available to people with disabilities and to share the lessons he learned with other businesses and industries.

He has spread his story across the United States and abroad, demonstrating how servant leadership can both improve performance and benefit the community. In 2008, he received South Carolina’s highest award to non-citizens, the Order of the Silver Crescent, for his leadership and contribution to the well-being of its citizenry. In 2011, he was recognized by the Human Resources Management Association of Chicago as Leader of the Year for his service and accomplishments in the field of human resources and business.

April of this year marked the release of Lewis’s book, “No Greatness without Goodness: How a Father’s Love Changed a Company and Sparked a Movement.” It was named in Fast Company’s list of “10 New Books You Need to Read This Year.”

In one of many accolades, Jim Wallis, president and founder of Sojourners, writes: “Randy Lewis’s story of life with his son and the disability hiring initiative at Walgreens is a must-read for anyone who is looking to understand what it means to take Jesus’ words seriously.” The book, Wallis writes, is not only interesting and inspirational but is “one that I hope will move others to consider what their own faith looks like in action.”

About the book, Lewis said, “It is always astounding when someone will read it and write to me. This book is like putting a letter in a bottle. At one level you hope, not to get famous or to get rich, but that it will serve as a way to pass this on—that was the whole hope. It needed to be written down so people could come along and use it to do something even better. We all need to be reminded that we don’t have to profess one set of values in our private lives and live another at work.”

— JEFFREY D. LEE, BISHOP OF THE DIOCESE OF CHICAGO

“This is a book about the transforming power of love—[how it] can flow well beyond the bonds of kinship to effect transformation in entire structures in business and the wider society. Randy Lewis shows us how faith and love can be put into practice to make this world a more just and compassionate place . . . and be good business, to boot.”

---

GIVING THE GIFT OF WORK

By Lu Stanton León
As I've gotten older I'm drawn to a lot less dogma and a lot more truth, a lot more joy. I'm more worried about what I believe. My ideal is to become a radicalized follower of Jesus.

By seeing the world through Austin’s eyes, Lewis learned that, without a new paradigm, people with disabilities would always be defined by their disability, not by their many abilities.

Lewis writes about Austin’s high school work-study internship at a local pizza parlor where he learned to make pizza dough. He loved making pizza dough, he was good at it, and his coworkers and customers liked him. Yet when his internship was over, the pizza parlor manager refused to let him work there, under any circumstances.

Lewis said the incident brought him to the realization that neither a sense of duty nor compassion is enough to help people with disabilities looking for justice, not charity. “As long as managers hire people with disabilities as an act of charity, they will never see past the stereotypes that are holding people with disabilities back,” Lewis writes. “Those stereotypes—that individuals with disabilities can’t do the work as well, cost more, cause legal suits, have accidents, raise insurance rates, and fail to fit in with the rest of the workforce or the customers—are a wall that no amount of charity will ever overcome.”

Instead, Lewis led an initiative to redesign Walgreens distribution centers so that they could be performed by people with disabilities. After the first center’s revamping was complete, he discovered that the task was not about implementing technology or redesigning jobs; it was about giving people who can’t get through the invisible walls in traditional training and hiring practices a chance to perform.

“There is a whole world of people who are only six inches under water, but they are drowning,” Lewis once told a reporter for the Ernst & Young alumni magazine, where Lewis worked before joining Walgreens. “They can never get to the top of the applicant list because of others’ misconceptions.”

He writes in “No Greatness without Goodness” that not only did the disability hiring initiative in Walgreens’ Anderson, South Carolina, distribution center exceed its disability hiring goals, it also maintained performance standards. But more fundamental shift occurred. “As we began to see people with disabilities as equals, it changed the way we worked. It changed our culture. It changed our work environment. It changed the way we looked at the world.”

HAVING FAITH

That faith is an undercurrent throughout Lewis’s 230-page book would come as no surprise to members of St. Michael’s Episcopal Church in Barrington, where Lewis is a vestry member and his wife, Kay, is active. Austin also is a member. The Lewis’s two grown daughters, Sarah and Allison, live in Atlanta and Cape Cod.

“When we came to the Chicago area 28 years ago, I had changed jobs and all of our friends had been from work, and we decided we were never going to do that again. We were going to center our life around church and community. That became a way for us to come into a new community and find community,” Lewis said.

Lewis, who was raised in Texas in the Church of Christ, and his wife, who was raised Baptist, stopped around and decided on St. Michael’s. His faith, he said, continues to grow and to shape his life.

“The stories of my childhood Jesus take on new meaning as my life experiences unfold,” Lewis said. “I keep seeing the inclusiveness of Jesus in all that he does. In the stories, I see him go out of his way to use the outcast to make his points: the good Samaritan versus the priest and the Levite, the heartlessness of talking to a Samaritan woman at the well, not being intimidated by the religious or Roman authorities. Taking Jesus’ words seriously have shaped my views around inclusion, helping each other, non-violence, peace, justice, duty.

“Jesus reminds me that love is infinitely important. And so is every- one else. Everyone. Then why shouldn’t each be important to me too?”

Being an Episcopalian,” he said, “has challenged me. There are no easy answers. It has made me question what is creedal—that which is essential to my faith—and what is opinion. As I’ve gotten older I’m drawn to a lot less dogma and a lot more truth, a lot more joy. I’m more worried about what I believe than what I think. ‘My ideal is to become a radicalized follower of Jesus, which I fell way short of.’

The congregation at St. Michael’s has provided his family with tremendous support. In “No Greatness without Goodness,” Lewis writes about a time he “told our priest that I constantly worried about Austin and wondered if I was up to the task that had been laid out before me. I half expected that he’d tell me to trust in God—a sort of priestly pat on the head—and send me on my way. Instead, he said, ‘That’s what we’re here for. When your strength wanes, lean on others to hold you up.”

In his book Lewis notes that his wife’s “is the spiritual ballast of our family” who can cite Bible stories “without sounding the least bit preachy or self-righteous.” So can Lewis, who said he’s very intentional about that.

“Religion is a movement of attraction, not coercion,” he said. Lewis sums up his faith this way. “For me Jesus didn’t come down to earth to give us a ticket to heaven based on what we believe or not. Instead, I think he came down to set us free so that we can help bring heaven about on this earth. Powerful stuff. Faith is the lens through which to view and live this life with all its pain and joys. What awaits afterwards will be icing on the cake.”

THE NEXT CHALLENGE

Since retiring, Lewis has been hard at work on his next initiative, which has kept him busy meeting with Washington and state officials, businesses, experts and other players in disability employment.

“This first year we’re looking for six to eight large businesses to change big and be willing to ‘go big’ with a disability hiring initiative at a pilot site. If so, we will bring the entire ‘ecosystem’—state and federal resources, technical expert, business peers who have launched their own initiatives—to them to help make them successful. That success will be like a benedictine virus that will spread throughout the company, which will in turn serve as a model for other companies and communi ties.”

Now, Lewis is calling it the Disability Hiring Alliance. “I wanted to call it ‘Red’ but Bono beat me to it.”

Lewis said, “The expectation is not welfare, but employment opportunities. We were the first to hire large numbers in distribution centers when many said it couldn’t be done. It will work in other industries, too, and we need leaders to step forward. This is an ideal whose time has come.”

Does his enthusiasm and optimism ever wane? Not yet. “Are you familiar with Frederick Buechner?” Lewis asks. “He says, ‘The place God calls you to is the place where your deep gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet.’ That’s where I am.”

Publisher’s Weekly’s review of “No Greatness without Goodness” by Randy Lewis

“...No Greatness without Goodness’ offers a firsthand account of what it takes to lead with courage in order to change people’s lives for the better. …In this book, you’ll learn how to start working for good no matter where you are or how much power you hold.
Nicholas Center Gets down to business

“We hope that Bishop Lee and Scott Stoner can help revitalize the Episcopal Church through their efforts in church wellness. They are outstanding priests and leaders, and we’re confident that their enthusiasm for the Episcopal Church will provide a spark and help propel it forward. This is a chance for the Episcopal Church to participate in and learn from their lessons. It gives me a lot of hope, that through the Nicholas Center, we can help a lot of people.”

On October 7, Ab and Nancy Nicholas visited the Nicholas Center for a reception with Bishop Lee, Presiding Bishop Katharine Jefferts Schori, and the Rev. Scott Stoner, founder of Living Compass and director of the Nicholas Center. Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas, who made the new facility possible with a 2013 gift, were accompanied by their daughter, Susan Nicholas Fasciano (second from right in center photo.) In its first few months of operation, the Nicholas Center has welcomed leaders from across the Episcopal Church and beyond.
T he Rev. Dave Hedges is 39 years old. He and his wife, Carly Flagg, are still paying off college loans and they have a 10-year-old daughter, Zoe. Yet they were among the first to become members of the Diocese of Chicago’s Society of Miriam by making a planned gift in their wills.

“Most of us think of estate planning as something for old, rich people,” said Hedges, rector of St. Peter’s Episcopal Church in Sycamore. “I’m not old and I’m not rich, but anybody can make a plan.”

His estate planning came in the wake of a health crisis his wife faced in January. That event led them to reexamine their lives and plan for the future. Or as Hedges puts it, to “devote time for ‘making space in our lives for attending to what is most important.’”

As a result, the family made profound personal changes. Hedges said, His wife left her position as a teacher at Columbia College in Chicago, thereby ridding herself of a one-and-a-half hour commute each way. Hedges had been going through a wave of renewal in his prayer life, and he is cutting back on commitments outside the parish. And as a couple, they examined their estate planning.

“We’ve experienced a growing sense of closeness,” he said of his family. “We were exploring our future and the close call we had, and we decided to live up to what the Prayer Book calls us to do, to remember the church in our plans, if possible. I take stewardship very seriously, and when I have the chance, I always take the opportunity to teach people about that.”

The planned gift is only one of the many ways Hedges devotes his time, talent and treasure to his parish and to the Diocese of Chicago. Since 2009, he has served on the board of directors of Grace Place Campus Ministry and its predecessor, United Campus Ministries, including two terms as board president. From 2010-2013 he served as the clergy representative for the Rockford Deanery to the Diocesan Council. Beginning in 2011, he served as a member of the Bishop and Trustees of the Diocese. And at last year’s Diocesan Convention, he was elected to serve as one of the Diocese of Chicago’s deputies to the General Convention of the Episcopal Church, which will meet in Salt Lake City in July 2015.

Why has he been so committed to the diocese? Hedges said it is out of a profound gratitude for all the diocese has done for him. In a letter to his congregation this fall, Hedges said, “This diocese is where I studied for ordination at Seabury-Western Seminary. The diocese’s Making Excellent Disciples program gave me the opportunity to serve for two years as curate at Saint Mary’s in Crystal Lake, where I learned the ropes and grew into my priesthood so that I might serve more effectively.

“it is because of the Making Excellent Disciples program that I was eligible to apply to come to St. Peter’s as your priest-in-charge. For the first two years of my time here I continued to benefit from the Fresh Start program, also offered by the diocesan staff. Out of gratitude for these opportunities, and for the pathway they have afforded me to serve at St. Peter’s, I have chosen to give back to the diocese which has given me so much.”

Although he is cutting back on diocesan commitments, he will continue to serve on the board of Grace Place until his term ends in January 2016, and he will serve as a deputy to the General Convention next summer.

St. Peter’s, a small congregation located 60-plus miles from St. James Commons, has also benefited from participating in the life of the diocese.

“We’ve worked closely with members of the Bishop’s staff, including Jim Stern, Vicki Garvey and others. They’ve helped us in our endeavors and other leaders to strengthen the parish’s approach to leadership and make good on the parish’s desire to minister with children more fully and effectively.”

Hedges said St. Peter’s, which was founded in 1855, has undergone some self-examination and is now experiencing increased vibrancy.

“St. Peter’s has a self-identity that used to be rooted in the idea that it was very traditional,” he said. “In the past few years we’ve come to the realization that we are a little more middle of the road than we thought we were. We’re a little more open than we thought we were. This year we’re working on being more intentional about stewardship.”

Intentional stewardship, both corporately and personally, compels one to look ahead, not behind.

“St. Peter’s has gotten less anxious and more focused on growth and change rather than maintenance.” Hedges said. “We’ve gotten proactive rather than re-active. We’re future oriented.”

The Society of Miriam welcomes all members of the Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Chicago who have made a planned gift to any institution affiliated with the Episcopal Church. To learn more about making a planned gift or to discuss your estate plans, please talk with Ruth Cobb, associate for development and major gifts, at 312.731.3576 or rcobb@episcopalchicago.org.

The Diocese of Chicago is blessed with many people who have included Episcopal churches and institutions in their estate plans. In 2012, we formed the Society of Miriam, inspired by noted Chicago philanthropist Miriam Hoover, to celebrate the generosity of these individuals and families.

Bishop Lee will host a Society of Miriam reception on Wednesday, May 13, 2015, from 5-7 pm at Kyle’s Place at St. James Commons. The event is open to all and will include a special photo exhibition in honor of Episcopal Relief & Development’s 75th anniversary.

The Society of Miriam welcomes all members of the Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Chicago who have made a planned gift to any institution affiliated with the Episcopal Church. To learn more about making a planned gift or to discuss your estate plans, please talk with Ruth Cobb, associate for development and major gifts, at 312.731.3576 or rcobb@episcopalchicago.org.
I n the last couple of years, I followed the discipline of reading
the entire Bible over the course of one year. The practice of
reading straight through helped me appreciate each book’s own
unique voice and not avoid the “uncomfortable” passages. I
concluded that it would be very hard to be a fundamentalist if
you have actually read the Bible!

The God often depicted in both the Old and New Testaments is a
tender and faithful tyrant who delights in requiring slavish worship
from “His” people and in wreaking havoc on their enemies at the slightest
provocation. No wonder people give up on reading the Bible, so even
stop coming to church, if that is the God they think we serve.

Surely God inspired the authors of Scripture. But serious, mature
Bible study can help us sort out what is all-too-human in the Bible from
what God may actually be trying to teach us.

Reading Scripture in context helps us understand that the Bible is not
just one book. It is a library of books that includes history and law, poetry
and song, myth and fiction. Christians must read the Bible through the
lens of Jesus and weigh any depiction of God against the fuller picture
Jesus came to paint for us. We should also understand “progressive reve-
lation”—the idea that the Holy Spirit still leads us further into truth, just as
Jesus promised.

Our knowledge of God unfolds, sometimes unevenly, throughout the
Bible. The tribal god of the ancient Israelites gives way to the God of the
prophets who stands with people in their suffering and whose ultimate
aim is the salvation of the whole world.

Likewise, in the Gospels, Jesus is remembered as a provenent of non-
vioence and inclusion. Paul came to believe that God has opened the
gates of eternal life to all people, Gentiles as well as to Jews. And the New
Testament ends with the great vision in Revelation of “a great multitude
that no one could count, from every nation, from all tribes and peoples
and languages, standing before the throne and before the Lamb…” (6:9)

Serious Bible readers will want to have a good, modern translation of
the text with footnotes and introductions to each book that explain what
kind of literature it is, how it came to be written, and how it fits into the
overall biblical record. Perhaps the best translation we have of the Bible
today is “The Revised Standard Version,” with notes and explana-
tions right alongside the text.

As you read the Bible using these tools of modern scholarship, remember
that in chuds, we often end the reading of scripture by saying, “The Word
of the Lord… Thanks be to God.” We don’t say “the words of the Lord”
as though we believe the Bible was dictated to mindless scribes or lowered
from heaven on a golden cord. As the Catechism says, “We call
[the Holy Scripture] the Word of God because God inspired their human authors
and because God still speaks to us through the Bible.” (BCP 853)

Bishop’s Appeal

Benefits Teens

“N
ting stops a bullet like a job,” says the Rev.
Bonnie A. Perry, rector of All Saints’ Episcopal
Church in Chicago, where the diocese’s CROSS-
walk initiative to prevent gun violence in Chicago
was founded in 2011. After hundreds of people
participated in moving processions through the streets of Chicago in 2012
and 2013, CROSSwalk galvanized their energy and commitment to launch
CROSSwalk to Work, a summer jobs program.

With support from the Bishop’s Appeal, this summer CROSSwalk to
Work helped pair 13 work-ready teens with summer jobs. The youth, all
veterans of employment readiness training provided by Chicago’s Youth
Guidance agency, worked in places ranging from an executive search firm
to a seminary library and from a café that implements restorative justice
practices to a local, parish-based preschool.

Dr. Lucy Chung, director of the United Library and assistant profes-
sor of pastoral theology at Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary,
worked with two of this summer’s interns. “It has been a great pleasure
to work with two high school student interns,” she said. “They both are
pleasant, diligent, attentive, hardworking, and eager to learn whatever
jobs are presented to them. I feel blessed to be part of this mutually
beneficial program and look forward to continuing to participate in the
CROSSwalk to Work program.”

In September, two CROSSwalk summer interns and their supervisors gath-
ered at St. James Commons to celebrate the success of the program’s first
year. The students, all juniors and seniors from Roberto Clemente Com-
munity Academy, reflected on their varied job experiences.

“I got a lot out of the job, like saving money, helping others, learning how to
be respectful to people I work with, and getting to see the big city,”
said Jorge Cruz, who served as an intern for the Diocese of Chicago.
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